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Matteo Messervy (born 1971 in Paris, France) is
a French artist known for large-scale installation art and
lighting design using elemental materials such as light
and water to enhance the viewer’s experience. In 1997 he
established Atelier Matteo Messervy in Montreuil, a suburb of Paris, in a former textile factory. Messervy is best
known for his Monumental installation in the Hotel de
Ville, Paris’city hall employing light, sculpture, projection and sound. Messervy also designed significant commercial projects in The Centre Pompidou and the airport
Charles de Gaulle in Paris.
Matteo Messervy was raised in France, Spain and Guatemala, he studied Design at the École Supérieure d‘Arts
Graphiques Penninghen in Paris. Recently Messervy
opened his studio in Asia and is currently working on projects in India and Thailand.

Artist Philosophy
“Every city can return to it’s splendour by creating a refurbished vision of the achievements of it’s inhabitants. The urban experience is enhanced when there is a reference
to the past”.
Recent Projects
Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris, France
Taittinger artist residence “Thaillywood”, Pattaya, Thailand
Marvel’s Edge, Pune, India
Parly 2, Versailles, France
Selected Exhibitions
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2006 « Sound & Light »
Maison et Objet, Paris, 2005 « Cahier de Tendances »
Fondation Cartier, Paris, 2004 « Pain Couture », collaboration with Jean-Paul Gautier
Museum of Contemporary Art, Barcelona 1997, Untitled sculpture, collaboration with
Jean-Paul Gautier
Recognition
Les Talents du Luxe et de la Creation 2008 - Prix de l’harmonie
Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Matteo’s Loft and Workshop, Paris, France.
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Personal exhibitions

Commissions and collections

Midi-Minuit, exhibition at Sephora , Jodhpur garden, Inde, 1999
Optica, installation, Maldive islands, 1999
Planet, Earth, sculpture, La Cigale, Paris, 1996
Virtual, monument for Houston, City Hall, Houston, Texas, United States, 1996
Figures, exhibition at cercle Vélasquez, Paris, 1994

S4 Terminal, design of a monumental installation for ADP new terminal Roissy
Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris 2012
Unibail-Rodamco, Hypnotiques Conversations, suspended and luminous glass
installation, Parly 2 shopping mall, Paris 2011
Unibail-Rodamco,artistic direction and lighting design for Parly 2 shopping mall,
Paris 2011
Air France, sketch of a lighting design for future Air France lounge at Terminal S4
Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Paris 2009
Louis Vuitton, sketch of a monumental glass and light installation for future Louis
Vuitton shop ,Paris 2009
Paris8, suspended and luminous glass installation with architect Axel Schoenert,
Paris 2009
Notify showroom, sketch of a lighting design with architect Pierandrei Associati
and Ron Arad, Milan 2008
Atelier Notify, lighting design of a luxury fashion store with architect Zaha Hadid,
Paris, 2008
Club Med, lighting design of Club Mediterranée, Punta Cana, 2007-2008
Stade de France, lighting design of all the VIP access with Andrée Putman, Paris,
2008
L’aura, lighting design of a luxury fashion store, Warsaw, 2007
Alcatel-Lucent, lighting design of the Executive Briefing Center with Architecture
et Associés, Paris, 2007
Nuit Blanche, Le Cocon, Hôtel de Ville , Paris, 2004
Lille 2004, Capitale européenne de la culture, le Phare, "La Piscine" Museum,
Roubaix, 2004
MK2 Bibliothèque, sculptures suspension lumière, site's lightening with Jacques
Bobroff, Paris 2003

Collective creations and exhibitions
Centre Greorges Pompidou Renzo Piano-Richard Rogers, sound and light, Paris 2006
Nice-Etoile, monumental installation , Nice 2006
Maison & Objet, Ultralux, light designer, Cahier des tendances, Paris, 2005
Pain Couture, Jean-Paul Gaultier, Cartier Fundation , Paris, 2004
Being’s figures, installation with 20471120, Tokyo, Japan, 2000
Hermès dans les étoiles, installation for Hermès, Paris, 1999
Ariane, installation with Massimo Matteti, Thaddeus Ropac Gallery, Paris, 1998
Igloo, installation with Naca, Galerie Rabouan – Moussion, Paris, 1998
Sans titre, sculpture for Jean-Paul Gautier, Museum of Contemporary Art, Barcelone,
1997
L’Etranger, exhibition with Catherine Ikam, CNIT, Paris, 1995
Exposition de groupe pour L’Oréal, Casa Velasquez, Madrid, Spain, 1994

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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MARVEL EDGE work in progress
The french conceptual light-designer Matteo Messervy has
won the design competition for the Marvel Edge Building in
Pune, India.
This next generation of cutting-edge,
technologically-advanced and sustainable buildings,
presenting a new vision of work and commercial spaces, will
be illuminated by Matteo Messervy and his team of engineers.
The nine stories, 36 meters high building spreading over a 1
420 000 square feet area, masterfully incorporates :
- Offices, conference and meeting rooms, event spaces
- A 30 Keys Luxury Boutique Hotel with private plunge pools
- A rooftop recreational area featuring a fine dining restaurant,
a bar, a pool, a Gym&Spa
- Innovative green spaces with eight Sky Gardens running
across the entire circumference of the building

Facade Mesh Lightng Design

Client : Marvel Realtors
Architects : HB design
Location : Pune, India

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Gallery Lighting Design

Main Entrance Lighting Design
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THE OPUS
The Opus Building clearly stands out in the urban setting of its
surrounding neighbourhood : Thonglor.
An area fast becoming a hotspot in Bangkok, known for its
excellent choice of fashionable and upmarket residential,
commercial and entertainment experiences, catering to a
trendy and vibrant crowd of both locals and expatriates.
The lighting effects would attempt to breathe life inside
The Opus walls, setting it aside from the usually static nature
of most constructions by lending to the building façade the
lively, steady and intimate movement of a heartbeat when
seen from the outside.
It must transform a place into an outstanding entity.
We aim at visually connect and harmonize the façade with the
passers by, bringing out the outstanding nature and quality of
the place, satisfying both performance and aesthetics.
We want to create a playful interaction between people and
the building’s façade with the use of a specifically developed
smartphone app, through which people would be enabled to
literally connect to the façade’s LED lighting display, and play
with it following a precise scenario.
This kind of interactive visual concept with mobile devices
would be a world premiere. Designed by Matteo Messervy and
programmed by the french based tech. firm REMU, specialized
in high-end interactive and multimedia scenographies.

Client : The Opus
Location : Bangkok, Thailand

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Facade Lightng Scenography
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Embassy of France in Thailand
Following a call to project for the embassy of France in
Thailand, the artist and lighting designer Matteo Messervy
was among the five designers chosen to present a conceptual lighting design for the french embassy’s new premises in
Bangkok.
The building’s prismatic shaped monolithic appearance is
accentuated by a sleek, icy white Corian cladded façade. The
material and aesthetic quality of this type of solid surface
lenders itself perfectly to colorful and creative designs.
The lighting design proposed by Matteo Messervy is an
invitation to travel and discovery.
Through shadows and lights , he tries to reconnect with a
cultural past through a certain kind of literary genre : travel
literature.
To materialize this concept , two types of works would be
carried out:
1) A light-installation in the form of a projection on the
building’s main façade representing silhouettes of people
reading extracts of literary texts : The smooth, angular, white
surface of this contemporary piece of architecture provides an
excellent platform for the projection of images .
2) Illumination of the building’s base at ground level :
The aim would be to emulate the illumination generated from
candles through the use of artificial lighting.
16 External LED lights would be fitted on the ground,
spreading along the building’s dark granite ground-floor base
that constitutes the bottom of the façade.
From each LED would emanate a light beam directed from
the ground up, towards the ceiling of the recessed alcove , on
either side of the main entrance the building .
A pre- programmed DMX LED controler would create a
movement in each beam of light, like a rhythm, a respiration
simulating the flickering light of a candle flame.

Client : French Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Location : Bangkok, Thailand

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Facade and Courtyard Lighting Design
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Boutique Louis Vuitton, Printemps-Haussmann
In the wake of the opening of its new flagship store inside
the famous Parisian retail landmark, The Printemps-Haussmann,
Louis Vuitton commissioned Matteo Messervy to create a
monumental masterpiece that would bring a strong and
unique visual signature to the space.
The artist conceived a sculpture made of intricately intertwined
laces of metal representing a miniature global network of
quantum universes, punctuated by crystal balls delicately lining
up like planets on this ultra connected cosmogonic grid.
The whole ensemble seems to be gravitating around the
center of the masterpiece which bears the luxury brand’s
internationnaly famous initials “LV” in its center.
A nod at the hyper-connected world in which we live, with
fashion and luxury as its epicenter.

Client : LVMH
Location : Paris, France

Contact info :
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NOTIFY Showroom, Ron Arad
Matteo Messervy was commissioned by architect Ron Arad
to assist him in transforming a 1930s factory in central Milano,
Italy, into a modern showroom for Notify jeans, in which to
exhibit its collections each season,
The lighting design concept for Notify shop in Milan aims to
offer the visitor a subtle and refined sensory pathway that
would culminate by the central sculpture of Ron Arad .
Sweet and moving, the light Concept breathes life into the
volumes and reveals the architecture. The play of light on the
main sculpture marks the identity of the lighting project , a
sort of leitmotiv carrying the harmony and coherence of the
whole project.

Client : Notify jeans
Architects : Ron Arad
Location : Milano, Italy

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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ATELIER NOTIFY, Zaha Hadid
The Atelier Notify fashion retail space in Paris was designed by
architect Zaha Hadid, who asked Matteo Messervy to conceive
and implement the lighting design of the Notify brand’s shop
interiors.
The aim was to highlight the fluidity, originality and elegance
of the interiors architetural forms, outlining the powerful and
dynamic flow of their curves.
When entering this place, the client must get the feeling of being welcomed in a world of harmony, calm and serenity.
The lighting effects would create a cocoon-like atmosphere,
warm and intimate.
Bringing the consumers to an entirely new sensory experience.
Such qualities being a trademark in the lighting designer’s
works and ethics.

Client : Notify jeans
Architects : Zaha Hadid
Location : Paris, France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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Absolute Towers, MAD Architects.
Designed by MAD architects, The Absolute Towers, two residential towers in Mississauga, Canada has been judged the
best new high-rise building in the America’s by the Council on
Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH).
Matteo Messervy was commissioned to collaborate with the
architects in conceiving a lighting design that would inspire
and provide the place and its residents an emotional connection to their hometown. Away from the simple, functional logic
of modernism, the design aims at expressing the complex and
multiple needs of contemporary society.
Adding a refreshing and soothing glow to the city’s nightscape
through the use of LED fixtures thoughtfully implemented
inside the twisted cantilevered balconies, the whole lighting
concept highlights the warm,curvy and sensual lines that
breathe life and movement to the buildings.

Client : MAD Architects.
Location : Mississauga, Toronto, Canada

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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Guangzhou Cultural Center, Daniel Libeskind
In the context of a new regional development vision based
on culture, architect Daniel Libeskind and lighting designer
Matteo Messervy collaborated on the elaboration of an urban
design master plan for two future cultural landmark buildings,
with the social responsibility and historical mission of advancing contemporary art in China : The Guangzhou painting
academy and the Guangzhou Museum.
Located on an islet on Guangzhou’s Pearl river, the place is surrounded by water, conferring an almost mystical feel as the
mist sets in at nightfall.
The lighting concept was thought to highlight the visually
striking architecture of the buildings in the most energy
efficient way, by capturing natural daylight to fuel the multicolored hues of light applied to the exterior facades at night.
Adding to the outworldly nature of this unique sculptural
architecture, custom-made strings of LED light extend there
luminescent tentacles along the facades, shrouding them in a
wavering and moving incandescent halo.

Client : Studio Daniel Libeskind
Architects : Daniel libeskind
Location : Guangzhou, China

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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S4 Terminal - “Respect Me”

Architects Aéroports de Paris (ADP) have commissioned
contemporary artist Matteo Messervy for a monumental light
installation in the new terminal at Charles de Gaulle Airport
which will be open to the public the 28th of june 2012.
80 000 people pass through the Paris airport each day.
Matteo Messervy’s conception is taken from the natural world
to achieve a vision of tranquillity in contrast to the airport’s
bustling atmosphere.
Using the latest technology in the industry, Messervy’s
particular use of light suggests idyllic images of tilled land
reflected in the architecture of the ceiling, reminiscent of the
landscape of Roissy before the construction sixty years ago.
The element of water plays a significant role in this installation in order to create a universe that is soothing and gentile.
Messervy has created fifteen monumental suspensions that
hang effortlessly above the thousands of arriving and
departing passengers. These hand blown glass sculptures
resemble drops of water. The ripple of their wake become
increasingly seductive as small LEDs pulsate to the rhythm of a
human heart beat.
The installation emanates an overall feeling of serenity and
calm in the grand newly created public space. The intention is
an atmosphere where the visitor unconsciously feels at ease
in this urban setting. With the water drops hovering above,
Messervy inverses the natural positioning of water and air, one
cannot help but to gaze upwards.

Client : ADP - Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport
Location : France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
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PARLY 2 “Hypnotic Conversations”
Matteo Messervy’s monumental installation
“Hypnotic Conversations” has just been unveiled at the
commercial center Parly 2 in Versailles, France, just outside of
Paris.
This installation is composed of all original lighting designs
crafted with the intention to give the visitors the impression of
entering a world of harmony and peace and quiet in contrast
with the universe generally proposed by other more
traditional commercial centers.
Here the light plays with lines and curves while restoring sensations of natural light. The ceiling offers options of changing
times and seasons using video projection. The lighting effects
are set to create an atmosphere of a cocoon, intimate and
reassuring. Light radiation seen in the distance act as magnets
drawing individuals in to a protective and intriguing
dimension.
This combination is reminiscent of the heyday of the Kinetic
Art and of Op’art culminating in the sixties and seventies.
The repetition of forms and the persistence of vision are
interpretations of the kinetic phenomena in the brain.

Ceiling view

This modern form of tribute to this artistic movement and its
most fervent representatives, past or present, will make visitors
unconscious actors or volunteers of this on-going dialogue
between humans, architecture and the works of the artist
Matteo Messervy.

Client : Unibail-Rodamco
Location : Versailles, France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Hypnotic Conversations

Neuron-like Structure
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ALCATEL-LUCENT Executive Briefing Center

The purpose of the project was to create optimal conditions,
both of comfort and amazement, allowing transmitting to the
guests, who are the main actors of the industrial, economical
and political world, the complete scope of ALCATEL-LUCENT
activities.
In order to answer to the constraints of this existing place, full
of history with a strong architectural identity, a team has been
composed whose fields of abilities complement each other so
as to transcend ALCATEL-LUCENT thinking about the project.
That team was made up of:
- Architects Pierre Beucler and Jean-Christophe Poggioli, to
give an identity to the space, so as to organize and set-up the
bases that are going to enhance its personality.
- An artist “light designer” Matteo Messervy, to illuminate the
main axes of circulation and sculpt the light to facilitate the
understanding of messages.
- A graphic designer Fabrice Petithuguenin, to create gigantic
visual images combined with the artistic work of light and well
integrated into the architectural scheme.
Images and light aim to give shape and meaning to the technologies developed by ALCATEL-LUCENT.
A universe where classicism and high technology meet Versailles like wooden floor.
Panels with electro- luminescent fibers create lights’ fountains
all around the meeting place.
A combination of cold and warm computer-controlled fluorescent tubes can reproduce on each window, behind white
sunblind, the impression of a perpetual sunset even at night,
while windows open onto an interior courtyard with a small
amount of natural light.
In the center of the ceiling, a huge sculpture takes place.
It’s made of computer-controlled neon tubes and electro-luminescent panels, and, according to different programs, it’s the
main and emblematic attraction that punctuates and underlines the ALCATEL-LUCENT demonstration show that illustrates
and presents to the world economic leaders and clients, their
new technologies.
Client : Alcatel-Lucent
Location : France

Contact info :
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Paris Eight

Client : Paris Eight & Axel Schoenert architectes
Location : Paris, France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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L’AURA couture boutique
Matteo Messervy completed this commercial project; store
design, artistic direction and lighting design in 1997 for the
couture boutique L’aura in Warsaw, Poland.
The almost complete destruction of the urban structure during World War II, followed by the communist regime greatly
influenced the current landscape of the city which has yet to
be rebuilt according to original plans.
Messervy believes the city is “one that still greatly imposes
it’s character on it’s inhabitants”. The post-war architecture
and randomly placed new buildings created after the fall of
communism in 1989 make it difficult to perceive this city as
harmonious and welcoming.
Messervy aimed to create a pocket of serenity and tranquility in this cavernous space by covering the walls with white
camouflage fabric discreetly lit from within, thus rendering the
space more intimate. The ceiling is illuminated with a huge circular structure that consumes the entire perimeter of the store.
This can be interpreted on different levels; either as a crinoline
or as notions of aureoles, which is by no means a mistake, it is
an intentionally installed element borrowed from the country’s
catholic dominance.
Messervy chose to use white throughout the boutique to best
display the haute couture garments. His meticulous lighting
attracts the attention of passers-by both day and at night.

Client : L’AURA clothes boutique
Location : Poland

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
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STADE DE FRANCE

The prestige is required at the Stade de France. Indeed, in 2008
to celebrate its 10 years, the Stadium has invited the famous
interior designer Andrée Putman to renovate his lane of VIP
boxes and a lobby and 14 rooms adjoining. A great way to
enhance the interior of a building that ten years has not lost its
luster. This famous passage lodges, with a length of 800 meters, has also been renamed “Andrée Putman Space”, in honor
of the designer.
To highlight this achievement Andrée Putman and his agency
are naturally addressed to artist Matteo Messervy whose light
environments so close to humans, have attracted the most
famous and most demanding of interior designers.
Matteo Messervy has sought to highlight areas thanks to the
250 Gold coating bright grooves forming a line running 800
meters from the corridor VIP lounges as thread of Ariadne as a
sort of golden Olympic ring.
For the host lobby and 14 rooms that line the corridor, that are
not less than 55 suspensions that were necessary to put
value in the interior, including the famous so dear Andrée Putman checkered design.
Cool tones, sober in the composition ... space lodges prevents
overcharging and looking for some class in which the VIP feel
comfortable wrapped in a warm, golden light.
it was therefore beyond the traditional lighting, creating a soft
light and elegant atmosphere thanks to work
targeted intensities, colorized and bright contrasts.

Client : Consortium Stade de France
Location : France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Photographer : Benoit Fougeirol
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Gossip

Client : Gossip
Location : Bangkok, Thailand

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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MAISON & OBJET

Client : Maison & Objet
Location : Paris, France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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NICE ETOILE
The commercial center Nice-Etoile in Nice, France commissioned Matteo Messervy to create a monumental installation
for it’s main lobby in 2006.
For this installation, Messervy chose glass as his medium.
It is subtle, elegant and it’s transparency allows spaces to
visually unite. Each of the intricately designed one of a kind
flute shaped glass sculptures contain their own light which
play a functional role within the ensemble.
Almost 150 enormous pieces have been individually designed
and strung harmoniously creating the effect of a striking musical partition.
The computer controlled pulsating lights bring the installation
to life giving it a more human quality. The desired effect was
achieved by it’s large scale, complexity and seemingly effortless coordination of the individual pieces.
Once again Messervy achieved his goal of creating a sanctuary
within a bustling commercial center, filling the vast space with
an ambiance of tranquillity and beauty.

Client : Unibail-Rodamco
Location : France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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Lounge Air France

Client : Air France
Location : Paris Charles de Gaulle airport, France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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Rue De Vincennes

Client : Matteo Messervy
Location : Paris, France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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Club MED Punta Cana

Client : Club MED
Location : Punta Cana, Dominican Republic

Contact info :
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Gardens of Johdpur - “Midi Minuit“
The work was commissioned by the invitation of the
Maharajah of Johdpur and financed by Sephora and
Mr.Chafik Gasni.
Matteo Messervy has decided to invite spectators to a
specific trip in the Indian world. The concept purpose was
to ensure the revival of the palace through a series of carefully selected images that evoke the almost child-like dream
aventures about toys and places.
The cocept lies in the whole set up of photos, in still and
ani-mated sequences, projected on wall and floors of the
Jodhpur Palace.
The scenography draws a parallel between the contrasted
harmonies of the well-ordered green nature, light skies and
pastel-like tones of that connect France and India and the
intensity and abundance of luxury of Indian’s landscape.
It is a vission of two world’s diversities and similarities that
mingle together in a mysterious alchemy.
The inatallation portrays the magic of colours, lights, shades,
scents and sounds, that intentwine and melt into an entity
in whice each one should recognize a part of oneself.

Client : Sephora
Location : India

Contact info :

Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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NUIT BLANCHE 2004 - “the Cocoon”
2002 inaugurated an annual contemporary art event in Paris
known as “Nuit Blanche”, in English one would say an “all nighter”. Ten years later this city wide phenomenon is still thriving.
In 2004 Matteo Messervy had the occasion to create his
installation in Paris’ city hall, Hotel de Ville. The perception of
this neo-renaissance building built in 1873 was completely
transformed into a massive sensorial cocoon reminiscent of
the 1970s.
These cocoons of white camouflage fabric engulfed the
exterior beckoning the spectators inside to experience the full
momentum and sheer volume of this incredible installation of
light, air and sound.
Once intended for military purposes, this material gained a
new dimension as it was transformed into a protective and
peaceful cocoon swelling with air and light and had a particular meaning for Messervy, as it was once used in the production of parachutes for soldiers in World War II. For this installation a modern version was created and used a tribute to the
salvation of the city and the heroes of the past.
The architecture of the city hall was not compromised, rather
magnified by the camouflage that simultaneously concealed
and disclosed the structure. Light pulsated through out to
the rhythm of a human heart beat, a theme often explored in
Messervy’s work.
Invited by Messervy, Danish composer Pixel, a representative
of the electro-experimental trend, created a sonar experience
that filled the space. The embodiment of the work was a representation of the peace it was protecting.

Client : Paris City Hall
Location : France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
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www.messervy.net
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LILLE 2004 - European Capital of Culture
In 2004 the European Capital of Culture was awarded to the
city of Lille and Matteo Messervy was awarded the opportunity to create a monumental installation encompassing nearly
one city block.
Messervy’s inflatable creation was housed within the courtyard
of the museum as a part of the exhibition “Roubaix, Textile
Lighthouse” curated by Alice Morgaine for La Piscine, Musée
d’Art et d’Industrie - André Diligent.
Messervy often finds his inspiration uncovering a city’s history,
finding a positive element, something glorious from the past
that can become the base for his artistic endeavour.
In this case, the XIX century city of Roubaix was once an affluent hub for cotton trade and today stands a poor post-industrial city. This installation intended to remind the spectators of
their ancestor’s past achievements.
The balloon like structure resembling bales of cotton literally hypnotised the onlookers with it’s radiance and size. “La
Piscine” covered an overall length of 31 meters, width of 16
meters and height of 14,5 meters.
The skilfully sewn fabric structure was inflated and lit from
within with diffused intensity and color variation yielding an
overall ethereal feeling. Consistent with Messervy’s theme, the
lights were set to the beat of a human heart.

Client : “La Piscine” Contemporary Museum of Art
Location : France

Contact info :
Marcin Witkowski
marcin@messervy.net
www.messervy.net
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MK2 Bibliothèque
Paris’ François Mitterrand Library (architect J.M. Wilmotte)
houses Europe’s largest movie theatre company, MK2. Matteo
Messervy’s two installations curated by Caroline Burgeois are
designed to facilitate the internal circulation of light in this
enormous glass building.
The striking size of the empty cinema screens inspired the
artist to use the power of white with it’s unique property that
reflects all other hues. Messervy created a soothing atmosphere to soften the walls and to contrast the sober geometry
of the furniture.

Lustre “Aerolux”

The two masterpiece suspensions include; “Ascension” a 5 x
2.5 meter aluminium egg shaped structure wrapped in fiber
optics, diffusing a luminous halo and “Aerolux” a gigantic
inflatable object made of fabric, 10 x 6 meters with a metallic structure supporting fifty coloured computer controlled
fluorescent tubes.
The screened light radiates softly with tones that change in a
continuous slow process mimicking a heartbeat of a person
who is dreaming. The intention is to relax people, put them at
ease and enhance their experience at the cinema.

Fiber Optic Structure

Client : Mk2 with architect J.M Wilmotte
Location : France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

Lobby lighting design

Suspension “Limelight”
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Centre Georges Pompidou
The Centre Georges Pompidou (architects Renzo Piano and
Richard Rogers) is home to one of the largest collections of
modern and contemporary art.
In 2006 Matteo Messervy was commissioned to create a
lighting installation for the façade of the building. Messervy
focused on circulation, the flow of people in conjunction with
the outstanding forms of the building.
Magenta lights in the corridors filled the glass tubes that make
up the outside escalators of the museum creating an effect
of human veins running around the perimeter of the building. From afar the spectators could view the movement inside
these “veins” and upon entering the museum, they became
involved as “actors” in the masterpiece, part of the installation
itself. Even standing still, they were animated by the movement of the escalators thus changing their perspective and
their observations.
To contribute to the dynamics, Messervy invited Carolyn Carlson to choreograph a modern dance performance.

Client : Centre Georges Pompidou/Zurban magazine
Location : France

Contact info :
Guillaume Rumeau
guillaume@messervy.net
www.messervy.net

